
HOSPITALITY RIDER

TRAVELPARTY
3 PERSONS (2x BAND, 2x CREW)

The organiser will be informed when the travelparty is larger or smaller.

PARKING

The band needs a sufficiently large parking space for a 9-seater sprinter van directly 

at the venue, free of charge and available from Get-In until Hotel Check-Out the next 

day.

BACKSTAGE

A dedicated, lockable room including sufficient and comfortable seating accommodations 

and a mirror has to be provided. Additionally, dedicated bathrooms and (if available) 

showers should be accessible in the backstage area. If the room is shared with other 

bands it has to be ensured that only authorized and accredited persons have access.

Please provide:

- 2 SMALL STAGE TOWELS

- ADEQUATE AMOUNT OF BOTTLED STILL WATER 

(0,2 or 0,5l)

ACCOMODATION

4 SINGLE ROOMS or 2 DOUBLE ROOMS INCLUDING BREAKFAST

The hotel has to be provided by the organiser and should be in walking distance (max. 10 

minutes) to the venue. If the hotel is not in walking distance, a shuttle service has to be 

provided from the venue to the hotel on show day and from the hotel to the venue after 

checkout.

If the hotel doesn’t offer a 24h-reception, the keys to the rooms have to be collected 

and handed over to the band at the venue.

MECHANDISING

Please provide a well-positioned and well-lit table with power connection. The sale of 

the band merchandise will be organized by the band themselves. Possible commissions to 

the organizer have to be discussed and agreed on in advance.



SNACKS

Snacks should be available from arrival of the band (= agreed time of Get-In) until 

departure: 

- fresh pastry + coffee

- various spreads (Hummus, etc.)

- platter of cold cuts and cheese

- fresh fruits & vegetables

- sweets (e.g. chocolate etc.)

DINNER

4x DINNER - thereof 2x VEGETARIAN - (warm, fresh, wholesome and regional meals)

If dinner isn’t planned or shouldn’t be possible on site the organiser will provide a buy-

out of 15€ (or same amount in domestic currency) per person. Recommendations for

restaurants in the vicinity of the venue and vegetarian options are welcome.

DRINKS

- enough juices and sparkling mineral water 

- local beer

- 1 bottle of high-quality red wine

- 1 bottles of high-quality white wine

Nice to Haves:

- 1 bottle Gin

- 2 bottles Tonic Water

- 1 bottle Vodka

CATERING RIDER

CONTACTS

PRODUCTION & SERVICE

Georg Weissmair   |  +43 660 52 52 141  |  georg.weissmair@inkmusic.at

TOURING

Bettina ScHOEll  |  +43 664 49 43 806  |  bettina.schoell@inkmusic.at

BAND

Alex Konrad  |  +43 676 47 57 115




